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Visual Description

The lab with our main character,
he discovered the new kind of
cannabis, he's pleased.  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The cannabis market is riddled with
flaws which other industries solved
decades ago
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Some examples being: high cost of
entry, steep operating expenses,
and rampant counterfeiting.
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aking this worse, there are no
ways to patent or prove ownership
of a plant, and little opportunity for
recurring revenue
M

We look at the product line  
(conveyor) with products
(cannabises). And at the top of
them appears information that
products have no certification,
licensing and other matters. he
sees those issues the smile
disapear.
 
We see the characther who amid
his appearing options of cannabis.
And above of them pops up the
question icons since he doesn’t
know who is owner of this
cannabis


.
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Trusted Source is here to revitali e
a neglected market.
z

 


The "Trusted Source" logo shows
up with additional elements. The
shield is rotating in 3D animation
and turns into a 2d style of logo
as it is original.
Сannabis genetics in a safe digital
format.
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We introduce transparency through
technology The Trusted Source
ecosystem allows people to buy,
sell, or trade their favorite cannabis
genetics in a safe digital format.
-

The man with many shipments of
cannabis.
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Our custom solution provide
added utility to the owner,producer,
and consumer in never before seen
ways
s 

.
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It is packed in a shipping box.
Then the box flies off and goes
through in slightly 3D animation .
And it is turned into a shield
through which the impulses pass,
thus proving that the package is
now protected and then several
other shields appear from it.

Take your brand to the next level
with our simple process.
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Submit your genetic sequence
lineage to mint Terp Tokens giving
you ownership and licensing rights,
access to a seed to sale supply
chain management system, and  
the ability to collect royalties
&

Below the products appears the
bottom "Get the license" Once we
have finished, we get the
notification that our product is
ready to sell.
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All the points are listing and
appears one by one
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oin Trusted Source to access
revolutionary tools and features
such as
new ways to generate one time
recurring revenue
Diverse abilities to host
competitions, giveaways and
exclusive event
apability to vastly reduce
counterfeits
J
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The final packshot
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ontact us today at . to get
starte
C
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Thanks for watching!

